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Abstract

Real assets are usually valued by assuming a liquid spot market

with competitive traders who buy or sell until arbitrage opportunities

are exhausted; the value of a real asset is computed as the stream of

pro�ts resulting from such transactions. This method ignores market

fundamentals by assuming that all the relevant information is included

in the spot price. This paper analyses the bias resulting from such an

approach when the market is imperfectly competitive. We propose a

stylised model of the natural gas market with two types of oligopolistic

players: pure traders and suppliers with downstream customers. We

compute the trading valuation and the supplier valuation of storage

capacity. Comparing the latter value with the value obtained under

the traditional, price-taking assumption reveals a systematic bias that

tends to induce under-investment.

1 Introduction

Commodity contracts can involve some �exibility with respect to both the
timing and the amount of commodity delivered, especially in the electricity
and natural gas markets. Such contracts allow their holders to repeatedly
receive variable volumes, subject to daily, monthly and/or annual constraints,

∗E-mail: corinne.chaton@edf.fr.
†E-mail : lauredv@gmail.com.
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at a predetermined price, thereby incorporating options known as swing or
take-or-pay options (see Thompson, 1995, for a description). The pricing
of these options constitutes an active domain of research (see for example
Barrera-Esteve et al., 2006; Jaillet et al., 2004; Carmona-Ludkovski, 2008).
While these valuation techniques were primarily designed for the pricing of
�nancial assets, their use has been extended to the valuation of real assets
�such as production plants, pipelines or storage sites� that allow their
owners to obtain energy on short notice under some operational and capacity
constraints.

The value of a real asset is computed as the stream of pro�ts that can be
obtained from this asset through arbitrage in a liquid spot market. While the
recent literature has developed increasingly sophisticated methods to model
the spot price process1 and to incorporate operational constraints (e.g. lead
times, maximum injection or withdrawal rates and capacity constraints), it
never questions two basic premises: all the relevant market information is
assumed to be included in the spot price, and all the players are assumed to
take this price as given. However, these assumptions are very strong, and
they are likely to be violated when operators have market power, which is the
case in a number of commodity markets. Our paper questions the validity
of the conventional real asset valuation methods when both the spot market
and the downstream market are imperfectly competitive.

First consider competition in the spot market. The assumption that
traders do not take the impact of their own transactions on the market price
into account can be questioned in industries where few traders make large
transactions. In e�ect, market liquidity is an issue in a number of commodity
spot markets, especially in the market for natural gas.2 Many energy markets
are dominated by large suppliers, and most �nancial traders in spot markets

1The stochastic process governing the commodity price plays a crucial role in the pric-
ing of related products. Models of commodity spot prices commonly use mean-reverting
processes (Gibson and Schwartz, 1990; Schwartz, 1997). Models dealing with energy
commodities tend to incorporate price seasonality (Manoliu and Tompaidis, 1998) and
occasional price spikes (Deng, 2000).

2A market is said to be liquid when trades of any size can be transacted at any moment
without causing a signi�cant movement in price. Industry players characterise market
liquidity using several indicators such as the number of players active in the market,
the total volume traded, the number of trades, the churn ratio (ratio of traded volume to
volume delivered physically), or the bid-ask spread. The UK spot market is the most liquid
natural gas market in Europe, with roughly 70 players and a high churn ratio. Conversely,
the total spot trade in the most active hubs in continental Europe (Zeebrugge in Belgium,
TTF in the Netherlands) is roughly a third of that on the UK hub, while gas demand
in this region is much larger (see the ECORYS report by Rademaekers, Slingenberg and
Morsy, 2008, based on Heren data).
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are large trading companies or divisions of major banks.3 It is reasonable to
assume that these traders are aware that their transactions a�ect the spot
price: for instance, they will avoid �ooding the market if they anticipate that
the resulting price decrease will lower their pro�ts. Martinez-de-Albeniz and
Vendrell Simon (2008) show that a trader who takes into account the price
impact of his transactions into account can refrain from arbitrage in some
cases where the price spread exceeds the transaction costs, and prefers to sell
less, but at a better price. Felix, Woll and Weber (2009) speci�cally consider
the impact of limited liquidity on gas storage valuation; to model the impact
of traded volumes on the spot price, they introduce an illiquidity parameter
that determines the bid-ask spread, but the lack of liquidity is not explicitly
related to strategic interactions between �rms with market power.

In the case of commodities, the spot market only exists because there is
a downstream market and a �nal demand for the commodity. Our model
features two types of players: pure traders, who use their physical assets4 for
arbitrage transactions on the spot market, and suppliers, whose core business
consists in purchasing a commodity and reselling it to downstream customers
(of course, they have the ability to make arbitrage transactions as well). The
model considers the issue of real asset valuation under imperfect competition
and is applied to the valuation of natural gas storage capacities.5 Is the value
of a real asset identical for the two types of players? In other words, is the
trading value, based on the sole spot price, the right value for a �rm with
supply activities? In principle, at least in a competitive context with liquid
markets, the spot price process should simply re�ect the fundamentals of
supply and demand; therefore it should include all the information that is
relevant to any type of player. Secomandi (2009) proves that under perfect
competition, the value of pipeline capacity is the same for a pure trader and
a shipper. However, if there is market power in the downstream market,
selling on spot or downstream ceases to be indi�erent: a �rm that has the
ability to sell downstream (e.g., because it has the necessary authorisations,

3On the APX Gas UK exchange, the �ve largest traders accounted for around half of
traded volume in 2008 (Ofgem, 2009).

4Financial traders and the buying and selling of forward contracts or futures could also
be introduced without changing the results, as long as the no-uncertainty assumption is
maintained and there is free entry in the �nancial market. The number of physical traders,
however, is bounded due to the scarcity of storage.

5The model could be extended to the valuation of other real conversion assets: while
storage capacity can be interpreted as converting natural gas today into natural gas at a
later date, �pipeline capacity can be interpreted as an asset that can convert natural gas
at one location into natural gas at a di�erent location� (Secomandi, 2009). Finally, the
analysis could be applied to real assets that convert one commodity into another, e.g.,
converting coal, fuel or natural gas into electricity.
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access to the network, or a large customer base) could make more pro�t than
a pure trader with the same real asset.

To our knowledge, the only paper that compares the value of a real asset
for di�erent types of agents in an oligopolistic setting is Sioshansi (2009).
Building on the analysis developed in Sioshansi et al. (2009), which de-
scribes the impact of large-scale electricity storage on electricity prices, and
thus on generators' pro�ts and consumer surplus, Sioshansi (2009) examines
the incentives for three di�erent agent types (producers, merchant storage
operators and consumers) to use storage. Under perfect competition these
incentives are identical, but in an oligopolistic setting they are lowest for
producers and highest for consumers. In some respects, his model is similar
to ours: all storage operators are aware that the use of storage will reduce
its arbitrage value, and the model compares the use of storage by operators
playing di�erent roles in the market. In Sioshansi's model, however, demand
is completely inelastic, and consumers pay the real-time spot price (there
are no intermediaries between producers and consumers, which is common
in the market for electricity but much less so for natural gas). Conversely,
demand in our model is only inelastic in the short run because consumers buy
from suppliers under two-period contracts that guarantee them a �xed price
over the two periods. In the longer run, demand becomes elastic because
suppliers compete for contracts with downstream customers, who choose the
lowest price. Another signi�cant di�erence is that our model allows for the
simultaneous use of storage by traders and suppliers, and more importantly,
it takes the initial allocation of storage capacities into account. As we will
prove, the results are drastically changed by whether this initial allocation is
symmetric or characterised by a dominant operator.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. A stylised model
of the natural gas market with no uncertainty is proposed in section 2 with
two types of strategic players: pure traders and suppliers with downstream
customers. Section 3 compares three methods for the pricing of storage ca-
pacity. First, myopic valuation corresponds to the usual technique with a
price-taking assumption. The second method computes the actual trading
value of the asset, taking the impact of transactions on the spot price into ac-
count . The third method computes the value of additional storage capacity
for a supplier who uses it to supply his downstream customers. The analysis
sheds light on the biases generated by traditional pricing techniques: while
ignoring the price response to one's transactions leads to an overestimation
of the asset's value, ignoring downstream pro�t opportunities leads to an un-
derestimation. Globally, the value obtained under price-taking assumptions
proves to be downward biased, except for dominant suppliers with large initial
capacities: in an imperfectly competitive market, traditional methods tend
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to induce under-investment. Finally, section 4 analyses a situation where
suppliers active in di�erent downstream markets source their gas from the
same spot market. The value of storage for a supplier proves to be a�ected
by the demand pro�le of other suppliers, even though they are not his com-
petitors. Again, traditional methods tend to underestimate the real value of
storage, except in the particular case where a supplier's demand is �at and
the demand of other suppliers is seasonal.

2 The model

The model considers the valuation of seasonal storage capacities under imper-
fect competition.6 To enhance the clarity of the analysis, we do not consider
uncertainty (in the case of seasonal storage, demand for the next season is
not precisely known in advance, but it can be reasonably anticipated). The
model is divided into two periods, a low-demand period, followed by a high-
demand period, which can be interpreted as a summer season followed by a
winter season.7 The discount rate between the periods is r. For any variable
y relating to the �rst period, y′ relates to the second period.

2.1 Assumptions

Producers sell gas in a spot market8 to suppliers, who resell it in a down-
stream market. Pure traders can also buy or sell on spot, but they have no
access to the downstream market.9

6Storage facilities such as depleted �elds or aquifers are mainly used for seasonal stor-
age. These speci�c facilities are ill-suited for short-term arbitrage because of their low
withdrawal rates. This is why we rule out arbitrage operations that take place within a
single season.

7Since natural gas is largely used for heating, gas consumption is strongly in�uenced
by weather and subject to a signi�cant seasonal swing. In Northwestern Europe, approx-
imately two-thirds of the gas is consumed during the winter (October�March).

8NNatural gas trading relies on three main channels: bilateral contracts, exchanges and
OTC markets. An exchange is a marketplace where standardised products (commodities,
derivatives or other �nancial instruments) are traded. Exchanges usually provide a day-
ahead market, also called a spot market, and allow for trading in future (standardised)
contracts. Over-the-counter (OTC) trades account for the majority of traded gas volumes,
especially for forward contracts. OTC trades are neither standardised nor anonymous,
and they are usually facilitated by brokers. In this paper, the 'spot market' relates more
generally to the market where all short-term trades take place.

9Approximately one-third of the actors in Zeebrugge, the largest European gas hub,
are physical or �nancial traders with no downstream customers.
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To simplify, there is a single, non-strategic producer with a production
cost function

C(Q) =
1

2
Q2 + bQ. (1)

He produces q in the �rst period and q′ in the second period. The spot price
is p (p′ in the second period). The inverse spot supply function can easily
be computed: p = b + q and p′ = b + q′ in the �rst and the second periods,
respectively.

The other �rms active in the spot market are strategic players: m traders
(indexed by i, i = i1, .., im) and n suppliers (indexed by j, j = j1, .., jn) are
competing in quantities. Trader i and supplier j are spot buyers if their spot
positions si, sj (s

′
i, s′j in the second period) are positive numbers. Suppliers

sell gas to �nal consumers in the downstream market.
Demand for natural gas is not completely inelastic, but in practice con-

sumer prices tend to be �xed for some period of time so that they do not
respond to demand variations in the short term. In the longer term, how-
ever, contract prices can be modi�ed. We assume that suppliers compete in
quantities for two-period contracts with �nal consumers. Consumer demand
is seasonal: a consumer signing a contract for quantity z at a price pz per
unit will consume a fraction (1− x) of this volume in the �rst period, and a
fraction x in the second period, where 1

2
≤ x ≤ 1. A high value of x denotes

a strongly seasonal demand, while x close to 1
2
denotes a �at demand pro�le.

The demand for gas by �nal consumers is elastic, it is modelled as a linear
function: z = d− pz.

Suppliers and traders have access to limited storage capacities. The use
of storage between the two periods costs c per unit injected. In the �rst
period, trader i (i = i1, .., im) injects wi ≤ Ki and supplier j (j = j1, .., jn)
injects wj ≤ Kj into storage. By assumption, all inventories have to be
emptied by the end of the second period:10 therefore, in the second period,
these quantities are withdrawn and sold either on spot, or in the downstream
market.

The timing can be summarised as follows.

10Clearly, this is a strong assumption because it means that injecting wj amounts to
a commitment to sell this quantity in the next period. However, in a seasonal setting,
keeping volumes in stock from one year to another is uneconomical and is rarely practiced.
Of course, stating that at equilibrium there should be no unsold inventory at the end of the
gas year is not equivalent to introducing such a constraint, but in practice, the contracts
of many storage operators (e.g., E-ON Ruhrgas, RWE Energy, NAM, Dong Storage, and
Edison Stoccaggio) do stipulate that no volume should be left in stock at the end of the
gas year, as detailed in their respective websites. Stoccaggio) do stipulate that no volumes
be left in stock at the end of the gas year, as detailed in their respective websites.
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• First period
The producer sells q at price p in the spot market. Trader i buys
wi and injects it into inventory. Suppliers compete for contracts with
downstream customers. Supplier j commits to sell zj at price pz over
the two periods; he buys sj on spot, sells (1 − x)zj to his customers,
and saves the remaining quantity wj as inventory for the next period.

• Second period
The producer sells q′ at price p′ in the spot market. Trader i withdraws
wi from his stocks and sells it on spot. Supplier j has to sell xzj to his
downstream customers: he withdraws wj from his stocks and adjusts
his spot position, so that s′j = xzj −wj (positive if he is a spot buyer).

To simplify the notation, the following convention is used: for any variable
y, y−i =

∑
k∈{i1,..,im}

k 6=i

yk and y−j =
∑

k∈{j1,..,jn}
k 6=j

yk. Indices shall be dropped

whenever the resulting notation is not ambiguous, e.g., Σwi represents
∑

i wi.
The game is solved backwards.

2.2 Second period

The second-period spot price results from the equilibrium between demand
and supply:

p′ = b− Σwi − Σwj + xΣzj. (2)

There is no strategic choice to make. The traders simply sell the quantities
stored in the previous period, and the suppliers adjust their spot market
position depending on their inventories and downstream sales. Note that
some suppliers �but not all of them� can be spot sellers in the second
period if they have built up large inventories, exceeding the volume needed
to supply their customers.

All stocks have the same e�ect of decreasing the second-period spot price
either by increasing spot supply in the case of traders or suppliers who are
spot sellers, or by decreasing spot demand in the case of suppliers who are
spot buyers.

2.3 First period

In the �rst period, competition takes place simultaneously in the downstream
market and in the spot market. All traders and suppliers are necessarily
spot buyers. Trader i injects into storage a volume that cannot exceed his
maximum capacity (wi ≤ Ki). Supplier j, who commits to sell zj to his
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customers over the two periods, simultaneously buys on spot sj, sells (1−x)zj

downstream, and injects the remaining quantity wj = sj − (1 − x)zj into
storage (wj ≤ Kj). The �rst-period spot market equilibrium is

p = b +
∑

i

wi +
∑

j

wj + (1− x)
∑

j

zj. (3)

We introduce the following de�nitions.11 Let

α ≡ (1 + r)
∂

∂zj

(
p′

1 + r
− p− c

)
, (4)

β ≡ −(1 + r)
∂

∂zj

(
pz − (1− x)p− x

p′

1 + r

)
. (5)

α is the marginal increase in arbitrage pro�ts (multiplied by (1 + r)) when
a supplier's downstream sales increase by one unit, which ampli�es the price
spread. Symmetrically, α is also equal to the marginal increase in supply
pro�ts (multiplied by (1 + r)) when inventories increase by one unit, which
smoothes spot prices, thereby lowering suppliers' purchasing costs:

α = (1 + r)
∂

∂wj

(
pz − (1− x)p− x

p′

1 + r

)
. (6)

β is the marginal decrease in supply pro�ts (in absolute value, multiplied by
(1 + r)) when a supplier's downstream sales increase by one unit: when the
demand pro�le is not �at, more sales mean increasing the purchasing price
even more in the period where it is already higher. Computing the values
of α and β, we see that α is large when demand in the second period is
high relative to the �rst period, and β is large when the swing (di�erence in
demand) between the two periods is large, with a higher demand in either
period:

α = x− (1 + r)(1− x), (7)

β = 2(1 + r)(1− x + x2)− rx2. (8)

β is always positive, and α > 0 if x > 1
2

+ r(1−x)
2

. In the rest of the analysis,
we assume that α > 0.

11Note that α and β are well-de�ned because in both equations, the right-hand side is
the same for all j.
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2.3.1 Downstream sales

A supplier's activity can be decomposed into trading on the one hand, and
supply to downstream customers on the other:

Πj =

(
p′

1 + r
− p− c

)
wj +

(
pz − (1− x)p− x

p′

1 + r

)
zj. (9)

Competing in quantities with the other suppliers, supplier j chooses his total
downstream sales zj to maximise his intertemporal pro�t, taking his rivals'
sales and all inventories as given. The marginal impact of additional down-
stream sales on his pro�t is

∂Πj

∂zj

=

(
pz − (1− x)p− x

p′

1 + r

)
+

1

1 + r
(αwj − βzj). (10)

When combining the �rst-order conditions of all suppliers, the sales of sup-
plier j prove to increase with the inventories of traders and own inventories
only

zj =
1

(n + 1)β
((1 + r)d− (1 + r(1− x))b) +

α

(n + 1)β
Σwi +

α

β
wj. (11)

All inventories have a positive direct e�ect on the sales of supplier j because
they reduce the spot price spread, thereby reducing his sourcing costs. How-
ever, rival suppliers holding inventories tend to compete more aggressively,
which counters this positive e�ect, so that the net e�ect of their stocks is zero
(they can only have an indirect e�ect through the impact on unconstrained
traders' stocks). In contrast, own inventories have an additional positive ef-
fect: these units are purchased at a lower price. Therefore, holding more
inventories allows a supplier to increase his downstream sales.

Total sales in the downstream market can be expressed as

Σzj =
1

β

n

n + 1
((1 + r)d− (1 + r − rx)b) +

α

β

n

n + 1
Σwi +

α

β
Σwj. (12)

These sales increase more with the stocks of suppliers than with the stocks
of traders. This is because each supplier's sales increase more with his own
inventories than with traders' stocks, while they are not directly a�ected by
the stocks of rival suppliers.

2.3.2 Inventory choice by a trader

Trader i chooses his stocks wi (0 ≤ wi ≤ Ki), taking into account the im-
pact of his transactions on the spot prices: one additional unit of invento-
ries causes the �rst-period spot price to increase and the second-period spot
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price to decrease (arbitrage transactions reduce the price spread). He solves
maxwi≤Ki

Πi, where

Πi =

(
p′

1 + r
− p− c

)
wi. (13)

The marginal e�ect of one additional unit of inventories, if the trader is not
capacity-constrained, is

∂Πi

∂wi

=

(
p′

1 + r
− p− c

)
−

(
∂p

∂wi

+
1

1 + r

−∂p′

∂wi

)
wi (14)

=

(
p′

1 + r
− p− c

)
− 2 + r

1 + r
wi. (15)

The best response of trader i to other players' stocks and to suppliers'
sales is

wi =
1

2(2 + r)
(αΣzj − rb− (1 + r)c)− 1

2
(Σwj + w−i) (16)

if the right-hand side is positive and lower than Ki, else wi = 0 or wi = Ki.
The equilibrium pro�t of a trader only depends on the amount w of his
inventories; it shall be denoted as T (w).

2.3.3 Inventory choice by a supplier

Supplier j chooses his stock level to maximise his intertemporal pro�t given
by (9), under the constraints 0 ≤ wj ≤ Kj. Note that, given the expressions

for p and p′, the derivative of
(

p′

1+r
− p− c

)
with respect to wj is equal to

its derivative with respect to wi, so that

∂

∂wj

[(
p′

1 + r
− p− c

)
wj

]
= T ′(wj). (17)

Accordingly, the impact of one additional unit of inventories on the pro�t
of a supplier can be expressed as

∂Πj

∂wj

= T ′(wj) +
α

1 + r
zj. (18)

• The �rst term is equal to the e�ect of one additional unit of inventory
on the pro�t of a pure trader holding wj in stock. This term combines
two elements: the substitution e�ect of buying and storing one unit
more in the �rst period instead of buying it in the second period; and
the impact of these transactions on the spot prices, and thus indirectly
on the costs of purchasing and the revenues from selling the entire
volume wj.
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• The second term is the global decrease in purchasing costs due
to the price-smoothing e�ect of inventories, which makes downstream
sales more pro�table.

For a supplier, storage is not only an arbitrage tool, it also increases pur-
chases in the low-demand period and lowers them in the high-demand period,
which globally reduces purchasing costs, and therefore yields additional prof-
its. This allows us to state the following Lemma.

Lemma 1. Suppliers with non-binding storage capacities always carry more
inventories than traders.

Proof. Let wj be the equilibrium stock of supplier j, with wj < Kj: ∂Πj/∂wj ≤
0. Therefore, from (18), T ′(wj) ≤ − α

1+r
zj, which is negative. For any trader

i with positive inventories, T ′(wi) ≥ 0. Therefore, T ′(wj) ≤ T ′(wi), and
because the function T ′ is strictly decreasing, wj ≥ wi.

Analysing equations (18) and (15) leads us to a second result.

Lemma 2. If no supplier is constrained by his storage capacity, then there
can be no traders.

Proof. See Appendix.

The best response of supplier j to the stocks of other suppliers and traders
is

wj =
1

2(2 + r)
(α(zj + 2z−j)− rb− (1 + r)c)− 1

2
(Σwi + w−j) (19)

if the right hand-side is positive and lower than Kj, else wj = 0 or wj = Kj.
We introduce the following notations:

D = (1 + r)d− (1 + r − rx)b, (20)

C = rb + (1 + r)c. (21)

If no supplier is constrained, there are no traders and suppliers' stocks
are

Σwj =
n

n + 1

αD − βC

(1 + r)(3 + r)
. (22)

In this case, the spot price di�erential is:

p′
1 + r

− p− c = − rb + (1 + r)c

(n + 1)(1 + r)
. (23)
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When the downstream market is perfectly competitive (n tends to in-
�nity), the price spread is completely smoothed by storage. When it
is imperfectly competitive, an individual supplier does not take into
account the fact that increasing his own stocks reduces the value of
storage for the other suppliers, so that at equilibrium, suppliers carry
�too much� inventory and the price spread is negative.

If at least one supplier is constrained, the equilibrium in the general
case where some suppliers and some traders can be capacity-constrained
is detailed in the Appendix.

The social welfare, i.e., the sum of the surplus of consumers and the
pro�ts of the traders, the suppliers and the producer, can be expressed as

SW = pzΣzj +
1

2
(Σzj)

2 − cΣw − (b +
1

2
((1− x)Σzj + Σw))((1− x)Σzj + Σw)

− 1

1 + r
(b +

1

2
(xΣzj − Σw))(xΣzj − Σw). (24)

How should storage capacities be allocated to maximise social welfare? Obvi-
ously, if some operators do not use their entire storage capacity, it is prefer-
able to reallocate them to other operators that lack capacity. What if all
operators are constrained? The expression in (24) increases with Σw and
with Σzj. From (95), Σw increases more with Σwj than with Σwi when
there are some unconstrained traders, and otherwise the e�ect is identical.
Downstream sales increase more with Σwj than with Σwi (see (12)). As a
consequence, when allocating scarce storage capacities, it is always better
to give priority to capacity-constrained suppliers, because this will lead to
a larger increase in their downstream sales, which bene�ts consumers. Con-
versely, when no supplier is constrained, as stated by Lemma 1, there is no
need to allocate capacities to traders because they would not use them.

Proposition 1. Giving storage capacities to pure traders is never welfare-
improving. If some suppliers are capacity-constrained, it would be preferable
to reallocate these capacities to them; if no supplier needs additional capacity,
then traders cannot make any pro�t in the market.

Therefore, when storage is scarce, clear priority should be given to opera-
tors with downstream customers. Some countries already apply such a policy.
In France, available storage capacities are allocated to suppliers according to
storage rights based on their current customer portfolio12; if storage capaci-
ties are scarce, operators that supply gas to domestic customers or customers

12Article 5, Loi n◦ 2003-8 du 3 janvier 2003 relative aux marchés du gaz et de l'électricité
et au service public de l'énergie.
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under non-interruptible contracts have a priority over, e.g., pure traders.13

Note, however, that under our assumptions, the distribution of capacities
between constrained suppliers plays no role: both total inventories and total
downstream sales depend on the number of constrained operators and on
total constraining capacities, but not on the way that the capacity is allo-
cated among the operators. As long as no storage capacities remain idle, a
reallocation of capacities among suppliers has no impact on social welfare.
This is not necessarily true in the case of suppliers with di�erent demand
pro�les, as will be discussed in section 4.

3 Storage valuation with market power

This section is devoted to investments in new storage capacity. The analysis
focuses on the case where all suppliers and traders are capacity-constrained.
If this were not the case, it could be pro�table for an operator with excess
capacity to lend it to a capacity-constrained operator, unless withholding
available capacity proved to be even more pro�table. Since such foreclosure
strategies are not the focus of this paper, we shall assume that all operators
are capacity-constrained: wi = Ki for all i and wj = Kj for all j. This
section compares three methods for the valuation of storage capacity:

1. the myopic valuation, Ṽ ≡ p′

1+r
− p− c,

2. the trading valuation Vi ≡ ∂Πi

∂Ki
,

3. the supplier valuation Vj ≡ ∂Πj

∂Kj
.

We analyse the bias generated by the use of the �traditional� methods
that simply compute the arbitrage pro�ts of a price-taking trader when the
storage facility is to be used by a trader with market power, or by a supplier.
The myopic valuation is identical for all operators because it is solely based
on the spot price spread and does not take the speci�c characteristics of
each operator into account. This value can be easily computed using the
expressions for the spot prices in (2) and (3), and total downstream sales are
given by (12):

Ṽ =
nαD − (n + 1)βC − α2ΣKi

(1 + r)(n + 1)β
− 3 + r

β
(ΣKi + ΣKj). (25)

13Article 3, Décret n◦ 2006-1034 du 21 août 2006 relatif à l'accès aux stockages souter-
rains de gaz naturel.
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3.1 Use of traditional techniques by a trader

The value of one additional unit of capacity for a constrained trader i is easily
obtained by reformulating equation (14):

Vi ≡
∂Πi

∂Ki

=

(
p′

1 + r
− p− c

)
−

(
∂p

∂Ki

+
1

1 + r

−∂p′

∂Ki

)
Ki. (26)

Note, however, that the derivative of a variable (such as p or p′) with respect
to storage capacity Ki is not equal to its derivative with respect to invento-
ries wi: when a trader chooses wi, he takes all other inventories (as well as
suppliers' sales) as given, whereas the choice of Ki is made anticipating its
impact on all stocks and sales.

The bias induced by the use of the myopic valuation in the case of a
trader with market power is

Ṽ − Vi =

(
∂p

∂Ki

+
1

1 + r

−∂p′

∂Ki

)
Ki. (27)

The e�ect of a marginal increase in the capacity of trader i on the spot prices
can be expressed as

∂p

∂Ki

= 1 +
n

n + 1

(1− x)α

β
, (28)

∂p′

∂Ki

= −1 +
n

n + 1

xα

β
. (29)

Note that ∂p/∂Ki > 0 and ∂p′/∂Ki < 0: the trader's �rst-period pur-
chases push the spot price upwards, while his second-period sales push it
downwards. As a result, the price spread, and therefore the trader's pro�t,
is lower than if the prices were una�ected by his transactions: Ṽ − Vi is
necessarily positive. Strikingly, the number of traders m has no impact on
the bias, indicating that the degree of competition in the spot market does
not matter. Only the size of the trader's initial capacity determines whether
his transactions will have a signi�cant e�ect on spot prices. A small trader
(i.e. with a small initial capacity) can reasonably behave as if he were a price
taker.

What about the impact of imperfect competition in the downstream mar-
ket? A higher Ki means a lower price spread, and thus lower overall pur-
chasing costs for suppliers; in return, all suppliers increase their downstream
sales, which reinforces spot demand especially in the second period, thereby
limiting the decrease in the price spread. This countervailing e�ect becomes
weaker when the downstream market moves away from perfect competition,
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because a decrease in purchasing costs will not lead suppliers to signi�cantly
increase their sales. Accordingly, the bias is larger when the number of sup-
pliers is small:

Ṽ − Vi =

(
2 + r

1 + r
− n

n + 1

α2

(1 + r)β

)
Ki. (30)

The results are summarised in the following Proposition.

Proposition 2. A trader with market power who ignores the impact of his
transactions on spot prices always overestimates the value of additional stor-
age capacity. This bias is reinforced by imperfect competition in the down-
stream market.

Finally, the bias is proportional to the trader's initial capacity: a large
trader will make a larger error.

3.2 Use of traditional techniques by a supplier

Without loss of generality, consider the case of supplier j1. His pro�t is the
sum of his trading pro�t and his supply pro�t:

Πj1 =

(
p′

1 + r
− p− c

)
Kj1 +

(
pz − (1− x)p− x

p′

1 + r

)
zj1 . (31)

The value of additional storage capacities for him is

Vj1 ≡
∂Πj1

∂Kj1

=
αD − βC

(1 + r)β
− 3 + r

β
(ΣKi + ΣKj + Kj1). (32)

We will now compare this value with the myopic valuation. Consider
the second term in equation (31). Downstream sales zj1 are a�ected by an
increase in Kj1 , but the pro�t per unit supplied to downstream customers is
not (if Kj1 becomes larger, zj1 increases, and the resulting decrease in pz is
exactly compensated for by the increase in the cost of spot purchases):

pz − (1− x)p− x
p′

1 + r
=

D + αΣKi

(n + 1)(1 + r)
. (33)

As a result, the value of one additional unit of capacity for supplier j1 can
be expressed as

Vj1 =

(
p′

1 + r
− p− c

)
−B1j1 −B2j1 (34)
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where

B1j1 =

(
∂p

∂Kj1

− 1

1 + r

∂p′

∂Kj1

)
Kj1 , (35)

B2j1 = −
(

pz − (1− x)p− x
p′

1 + r

)
∂zj1

∂Kj1j
. (36)

The error made by a supplier with market power who uses the myopic
value Ṽ , instead of the supplier value Vj1 that takes into account his pro�ts
on the downstream market is

Bj1 ≡ Ṽ − Vj1 = B1j1 + B2j1 . (37)

3.2.1 First bias: volume e�ect

The �rst bias B1j1 is due to the fact that the use of additional storage
capacities by a supplier will reduce the price spread. The intuition here is
the same as in the case of a pure trader, but the suppliers' stocks have a
di�erent impact on spot prices. Indeed, the stocks of suppliers have a larger
upward impact on the spot price than the stocks of traders in the �rst period,
but a smaller downward impact in the second period: since suppliers' stocks
stimulate downstream sales more than traders' stocks do, they push total
spot purchases upwards. Globally, the impact on the price spread is smaller
when stocks are held by suppliers:

B1j1 =
3 + r

β
Kj1 . (38)

3.2.2 Second bias: downstream market power e�ect

The second bias is due to the positive e�ect of additional storage capacities
on the downstream sales of supplier j1. Since holding inventories allows him
to buy more in the �rst period and less in the second period, where the spot
price is higher, a higher Kj1 means lower sourcing costs, which leads him to
compete more aggressively for downstream customers. This bias is clearly
negative:

B2j1 = −α

β

D + αΣKi

(n + 1)(1 + r)
. (39)

3.2.3 Global bias

The global bias is Bj1 ≡ B1j1 + B2j1 :

Bj1 =
3 + r

β
Kj1 −

α

β

D + αΣKi

(n + 1)(1 + r)
. (40)
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B1j1 is proportional to the supplier's initial storage capacity, since arbitrage
pro�ts on all units in stock are a�ected by the reduction in the price spread.
Conversely, B2j1 does not depend on the initial capacity of supplier j1, but
it is larger in absolute terms when the downstream market is concentrated
(small n). Accordingly, the sign of the global bias depends both on the degree
of competition in the downstream market and on the initial allocation of
storage capacities:

B < 0 ⇔ (n + 1)Kj1 <
αD + α2ΣKi

(1 + r)(3 + r)
. (41)

The bias is more likely to be negative when the downstream market is
concentrated and the initial capacity of supplier j1 is small. Does this mean
that j1 will invest less than what is optimal for him?

By assumption, j1 only considers investing if the myopic valuation is
positive, which means (see (25)) that

ΣKj <
nαD − (n + 1)βC − α2ΣKi

(n + 1)(1 + r)(3 + r)
− ΣKi. (42)

If this is not the case, he will not invest; therefore his investment will be
slightly lower than the optimum. Now suppose that inequality (42) is sat-
is�ed. If the capacity of supplier j1 is equal to or lower than the average
capacity of suppliers, this inequality implies that

nKj1 <
nαD − (n + 1)βC − α2ΣKi

(n + 1)(1 + r)(3 + r)
− ΣKi, (43)

which in turn implies that the global bias is negative (inequality (41)): sup-
plier j1 underestimates the value of additional investments. Finally, we can
state the following Proposition.

Proposition 3. A supplier with market power who uses the myopic valuation
method, thereby ignoring both the impact of his transactions on the spot price
and the downstream pro�ts to be expected from larger stocks underestimates
the value of additional storage capacity, as long as his initial capacity is not
higher than the average capacity of suppliers.

In fact, if the initial capacity allocation is (at least roughly) symmetric,
the bias is negative for all suppliers. In this case, traditional methods based
on arbitrage pricing systematically underestimate the pro�ts from new stor-
age capacity and lead to under-investment. This is all the more true as the
downstream market is concentrated (small n).
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The only situation where the myopic valuation can lead to over-investment
with respect to the pro�t-maximising level is when Ṽ > 0 and Bj1 > 0, which
holds if and only if

ΣKj <
nαD − (n + 1)βC − α2ΣKi

(n + 1)(1 + r)(3 + r)
− ΣKi <

nαD + nα2ΣKi

(n + 1)(1 + r)(3 + r)
< nKj1 .

(44)
This is only possible when the initial capacity allocation is highly asymmetric,
with most available capacities allocated to j1. When one dominant supplier
owns a large proportion of the available capacity, the use of traditional val-
uation methods can lead him to overestimate the value of additional storage
capacity. However, the other suppliers will underestimate it.

Finally, another side-e�ect of the use of the myopic valuation is to inhibit
the growth of small suppliers in the downstream market. In e�ect, if all
suppliers would use the actual valuation, suppliers with less initial capacity
would be more induced to invest, which would progressively re-equilibrate
capacity allocation. Instead, the use of the same myopic valuation Ṽ by all
suppliers irrespective of their initial capacities tends to maintain the initial
storage capacity positions of the suppliers, and hence, to freeze their down-
stream market shares.

4 Storage valuation and demand characteris-

tics

Suppliers buying on the same spot market can be active in di�erent down-
stream markets. Gas markets in Europe are organised on a regional basis
around a small number of hubs, and the suppliers who meet there are not
necessarily competing in the same geographical markets.14 In addition, even
in a single country, suppliers can serve di�erent customer segments: incum-
bents tend to serve most residential customers, while new entrants specialise
in supply to the business or manufacturing sectors. These customer seg-
ments can have very di�erent demand pro�les: typically, residential demand
exhibits a strong seasonal swing as more gas is used in the winter for heating,
whereas industrial demand is rather �at throughout the year.

14A gas hub is the point of entry into a natural gas transmission network. Hubs draw
supply from a variety of sources and enable suppliers to market gas to their customers. A
gas hub can be a physical location, usually a pipeline network node, or a virtual trading
point (like the National Balancing Point (NBP) in Great Britain) where gas products are
�nancially traded but not physically delivered. For a description of European gas hubs,
see the Ecorys report (2008).
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In this section, we prove that when a supplier interacts in the spot market
with �rms active in other downstream markets, his valuation of storage is
a�ected both by his own demand pro�le and by the demand pro�le of the
other operators.

Consider two suppliers, A and B, each active in a di�erent downstream
market. They face demands characterised by

pA = d− zA, (45)

pB = d− zB, (46)

where pj and zj (for j = A, B) are the price and the total quantity sold
on market j, i.e. the market where supplier j is active. As in the previous
section, supplier j commits to sell to his customers at price pj a total quantity
zj, of which a proportion 1−xj is to be sold in a �rst period and a proportion
xj in a second period. We assume that d is the same in both markets, to
focus on the impact of seasonality (xA and xB can di�er).

To simplify, we suppose that suppliers A and B are the only operators
active in the spot market. As in the previous section, a price-taking producer
whose production cost function is given by (1) is assumed to sell gas on the
spot market. The spot prices in the �rst and second periods are, respectively,

p = b + wA + wB + (1− xA)zA + (1− xB)zB, (47)

p′ = b− wA − wB + xAzA + xBzB. (48)

Suppliers have access to storage: supplier j can store wj ≤ Kj between the
two periods. To simplify, both the storage cost and the interest rate are set
to zero. The timing is similar to the previous section. In the �rst period, sup-
pliers simultaneously choose their spot market positions, downstream sales
and inventories. In the second period, they deplete their inventories and ad-
just their spot market positions to obtain the volumes needed to supply their
downstream customers.

As previously, we introduce the following notations: for j = A, B, let

αj ≡ ∂(p′ − p)

∂zj

(49)

= 2xj − 1 (50)

denote the marginal impact of sales in the downstream market j on the spot
price spread; αj is positive if demand in market j is higher in the second
period than in the �rst period. Let

βj ≡ −∂(pj − (1− xj)p− xjp
′)

∂zj

(51)

= 2(1− xj + x2
j) (52)
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denote, in absolute terms, the impact of additional downstream sales in mar-
ket j on the pro�t per unit sold in this market; βj is large if the seasonal
pro�le of demand in market j is strongly marked (demand can be higher in
either period), because in this case an increase in zj tends to increase the
spot price especially in the period where supplier j's spot demand is already
high, which increases the average cost per unit purchased. Note that βj is
always strictly positive. Finally, let

γAB ≡ −∂(pA − (1− xA)p− xAp′)

∂zB

(53)

= xAxB + (1− xA)(1− xB) (54)

denote, in absolute terms, the impact of additional sales by supplier B in
his downstream market on the pro�t per unit sold by supplier A in his own
downstream market; γAB is higher when the demand pro�le is similar in both
markets (xA and xB are close to each other), because in this case a higher
zB tends to increase the spot price, especially in the period where A's spot
purchases are higher, which adversely a�ects the supply pro�ts of A. Note
that γAB = γBA.

4.1 Equilibrium with no capacity constraints

The pro�t of supplier j is

Πj = (pj − (1− xj)p− xjp
′)zj + (p′ − p)wj. (55)

In the second period, there is no strategic choice to make, and supplier j
simply buys xjzj−wj on spot, so as to sell xjzj to his downstream customers.
Now consider the choice of downstream sales and inventories by supplier A
in the �rst period. He is a monopolist in his downstream market, but he
interacts with the other supplier in the spot market. As in the previous
section, we assume that suppliers are aware of the impact of their transactions
on the spot prices. The derivatives of supplier A's pro�t with respect to his
own sales and inventories are

∂ΠA

∂zA

= (d− zA − (1− xA)p− xAp′) + αAwA − βAzA, (56)

∂ΠA

∂wA

= (p′ − p) + αAzA − 2wA. (57)

The �rst-order condition with respect to zA is

zA =
1

2βA

(d− b− γABzB + αA(2wA + wB)) . (58)
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As expected, the sales of supplier A decrease when the other supplier's sales
increase, because higher spot purchases by B increase the sourcing costs of
supplier A. Given zB, the sales of supplier A increase with all inventories
� because all inventories reduce the price spread � but they increase more
with his own inventories, which are bought at a cheaper price and carried
over to the high-demand period, thereby lowering his total purchasing costs.

The �rst-order condition with respect to wA is

wA =
1

4
(2αAzA + αBzB − 2wB). (59)

If both αA > 0 and αB > 0, the stocks of the two suppliers are

wA =
αA(d− b)

7
, (60)

wB =
αB(d− b)

7
. (61)

The inventories smooth the spot price di�erential (p′ = p), and therefore
downstream sales are identical (zA = zB = 2(d− b)/7).

If only αA > 0 but αB ≤ 0 (supplier B's demand pro�le is opposed to
that of supplier A), the equilibrium inventories and sales are

wA =
3

2(9βB + 4)

(
αAβB +

αA + 5αB

6

)
(d− b), (62)

wB = 0, (63)

zA =
(1 + 6βB)

2(9βB + 4)
(d− b), (64)

zB =
5

9βB + 4
(d− b), (65)

if and only if

αAβB +
αA + 5αB

6
> 0. (66)

In this case, A holds inventories, but they are reduced due to the lower
spot demand by B in the period where A's demand is high. Otherwise, if
αA is not large enough to compensate for the negative αB, supplier A is
not induced to carry inventories at all, even though his own demand pro�le
increases over the two periods. To summarise, A holds inventories if and only
if

αA > 0 and (67)

max

(
αB, αAβB +

αA + 5αB

6

)
> 0 (68)
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Figure 1: Storage behaviour as a function of both suppliers' demand pro�les
(case with no capacity constraints).

4.2 Equilibrium with capacity constraints

First assume, without loss of generality, that only supplier B is constrained:
wB = KB. Combining the �rst-order conditions of both suppliers' pro-
grammes with respect to sales and inventories yields the optimal inventory
choice of A:

wA =
3

2(9βB + 4)

((
αAβB +

αA + 5αB

6

)
(d− b)− (

16

3
+ γAB)KB

)
(69)

if the right-hand side is lower than KA (else wA = KA), and positive (else
wA = 0). Contrary to the unconstrained case, if B's demand is much higher
in the second period and B's storage capacity is low, A will carry inventories
even if his own demand is lower in the second period (αA ≤ 0). In other
words, supplier A carries inventories for supplier B, whose storage capacities
are insu�cient.

We shall focus on the case where both suppliers are capacity-constrained
and they consider expanding their storage capacity. Given that supplier B
is capacity-constrained, supplier A is constrained if and only if his capacity
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does not allow him to play his best response:

KA <
3

2(9βB + 4)

((
αAβB +

αA + 5αB

6

)
(d− b)− (

16

3
+ γAB)KB

)
, (70)

and the condition for supplier B is obtained by symmetry.
Combining the �rst-order conditions of each supplier's programme with

respect to his own sales yields

zA =
1

4βAβB − γ2
AB

((2βB − γAB)(d− b)

+(4βBαA − γABαB)KA + 2(βBαA − αBγAB)KB) , (71)

zB =
1

4βBβA − γ2
AB

((2βA − γAB)(d− b)

+(4βAαB − γABαA)KB + 2(βAαB − αAγAB)KA) . (72)

As expected, a supplier's sales increase with his own storage capacity. The
e�ect of the other supplier's storage capacity is ambiguous. Consider the
e�ect of KA on zB.

• A �rst, direct e�ect is related to the reduction of the price spread due
to additional stocks: this e�ect is positive if αB > 0 (xB > 1

2
).

• As can be seen from equation (58), KA also has an indirect e�ect on
zB through its impact on zA: the increase in supplier A's downstream
sales is all the larger as the cost savings from additional stocks are
signi�cant, i.e., xA is large. In turn, a larger zA will push spot prices
upwards, which will negatively a�ect B, all the more so as the demand
pro�les are correlated (that is, A's additional demand tends to raise the
spot price especially in the period where B purchases larger quantities
on spot). The latter e�ect is proportional to γAB.

• The global e�ect of KA on the sales of supplier B is proportional to
βAαB − αAγAB, which can be computed explicitly:

βAαB − αAγAB = 3(xB −
1

2
)− (xA −

1

2
). (73)

This e�ect is positive if the demand in market B is much higher in the
second period than in the �rst, and/or if demand in market A is rather �at
or higher in the �rst period. The impact of KA on total sales can be positive
or negative:

∂(zA + zB)

∂KA

=
3

4βAβB − γ2
AB

(
αAβB +

αA + 5αB

6

)
. (74)
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The denominator is strictly positive, but αA+5αB can be su�ciently negative
for the right-hand side to be negative. This leads us to state the following
counterintuitive result.

Lemma 3. Total sales of suppliers in the various downstream markets can
decrease when a supplier expands his storage capacity, if the other supplier's
demand pro�le is strongly �countercyclica�.

4.3 Storage valuation

4.3.1 Myopic storage valuation

A supplier who does not take the impact of his transactions on the spot
prices into account will calculate the value of one additional unit of storage
capacity as follows:

Ṽ ≡ p′ − p (75)

= −2(KA + KB) + αAzA + αBzB. (76)

Reinjecting the equilibrium sales from (71) and (72) yields

Ṽ =
1

2(4βAβB − γ2
AB)

((αA + αB)(αAαB + 5)(d− b)

−2(γAB + 6βB + 8)KA − 2(γAB + 6βA + 8)KB) . (77)

The denominator is positive. When KA and KB are su�ciently small, the
myopic valuation is positive whenever αA + αB > 0 (if the demand pro�les
are opposed, the inequality holds if the demand swing is larger in the market
where demand is higher in the second period).

4.3.2 Actual storage valuation

When computing the additional pro�ts from a marginal increase in storage
capacity, a supplier has to take into account its consequences on the spot
prices, whether they are direct or indirect (through a change in the other
supplier's behaviour). Let VA ≡ ∂ΠA/∂KA denote the value of additional
storage capacities for supplier A,

VA = (p′ − p) +
∂(p′ − p)

∂KA

KA +
∂ ((pA − (1− xA)p− xAp′)zA)

∂KA

. (78)

Let us analyse the di�erence between this valuation and the myopic valuation
Ṽ ≡ p′ − p. The global bias Ṽ − VA can be decomposed into a �rst bias,
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related to cost savings from spot arbitrage, and a second bias, related to
downstream pro�ts:

Ṽ − VA = −∂(p′ − p)

∂KA

KA −
∂ ((pA − (1− xA)p− xAp′)zA)

∂KA

. (79)

First, the price spread p′ − p is not constant with respect to KA. As is
clear from equation (76), additional storage capacities have a direct, negative
impact on the price spread, and also have an indirect impact through their
impact on equilibrium sales, whose sign is ambiguous according to Lemma 3.
Globally, the impact of a higher KA on the price spread is always negative,
so that the �rst bias is positive:

−∂(p′ − p)

∂KA

=
γAB + 6βB + 8

4βAβB − γ2
AB

.

Due to this volume e�ect, which reduces the savings actually achieved through
the use of inventories, the myopic valuation tends to overstate the value of
storage.

In addition, A and B are not pure traders; they also supply downstream
customers, which leads to a second bias, because downstream pro�ts are
a�ected by a change in KA:

− ∂ ((pA − (1− xA)p− xAp′)zA)

∂KA

= −(pA − (1− xA)p− xAp′)
∂zA

∂KA

−∂(pA − (1− xA)p− xAp′)

∂KA

zA.(80)

On the one hand, a supplier's sales increase with additional storage capacities
if storage is justi�ed by his own downstream demand: from (71), ∂zA/∂KA =
4βBαA − γABαB, and because 4βB is large compared to γAB, ∂zA/∂KA will
generally be positive when αA > 0, and the �rst term will be negative.

On the other hand, the pro�t per unit sold in the downstream mar-
ket (second term) can decline, especially if the increase in storage capacity
raises purchasing costs, which means that the second term could be posi-
tive. Whether this will be the case depends on the demand pro�les of both
suppliers:

∂(pA − (1− xA)p− xAp′)

∂KA

= αA − βA
∂zA

∂KA

− γAB
∂zB

∂KA

(81)

=
γAB(αA − 3αB)

2(4βAβB − γ2
AB)

. (82)
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This expression is negative if and only if αA < 3αB, or equivalently, xA −
1
2

< 3(xB − 1
2
): we thus retrieve the condition that characterised the cross-

e�ect of supplier A's storage capacity on the other supplier's sales. If the
demand swing is su�ciently large in market B, the price-smoothing e�ect
of additional stocks held by A will lead supplier B to increase his sales, and
hence his spot purchases, which in turn will increase the purchasing costs for
supplier A. In this case, an increase in KA will decrease the pro�t per unit
sold in market A.

To summarise, the �rst bias is positive, and the second bias is the sum
of a negative term and a term that can be positive or negative: the sign of
the total bias is generally ambiguous. This total bias can be expressed as a
function of suppliers' sales:

Ṽ − VA =
−1

4βAβB − γ2
AB

((
3αA − αB

2
+ 3αAβB)(d− b− γABzB + αAKB)

+2(4 + (9− 4βA)βB + γ2
AB)KA

)
+ αAzA. (83)

Reinjecting the values of zA and zB yields

Ṽ − VA =
1

(4βAβB − γ2
AB)2

(λ0(d− b) + λAKA + λBKB), (84)

where

λ0 =
1

4
(2βB − γAB) (−3αA(2βA − 1)(2βB + 1)− 13αA + 6αB) (85)

λA = (4βAβB − γ2
AB)(12βB − γAB) + 2βB(3αB − αA)2 (86)

λB = (4βAβB − γ2
AB)(−4− 6βA + 9βB − γAB)

−1

2
αB(3αB − αA)(γ2

AB + 8βAβB)− βB(3αB − αA)2. (87)

λA > 0, but the sign of λB is ambiguous: it is generally negative, except for
some cases where both xA and xB are close to 1/2. The sign of λ0 is also
ambiguous.

In the case where supplier A envisages investing in additional storage
capacities, does the myopic valuation lead him to invest too much or too
little? We focus on the situation where supplier A already carries inventories
(otherwise, additional investment is not an issue).15

15When inequality (??) is not satis�ed, A carries no inventories at all; however, it is
possible that αA + αB > 0, so that myopic valuation is positive. In this case, the myopic
valuation will overestimate the real value of storage for supplier A. However, it is not
realistic to suppose that a supplier will invest if he presently uses no inventories at all.
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Figure 2: Sign of the bias induced by the use of the myopic valuation by
supplier A, when KA and KB are close to zero.

To gain more insight into the role played by the demand pro�les of both
suppliers, consider the case where KA and KB are close to zero. In this case,
the condition that guarantees that A holds positive stocks, also guarantees
that he is capacity-constrained. Accordingly (see (66)), we assume that

αAβB +
αA + 5αB

6
> 0,

which excludes the dashed area in Figure 2.
However, these conditions do not guarantee that the myopic valuation

would lead the supplier to invest too little (negative bias). For small values
of KA and KB (including the cases where B does not hold inventories), the
sign of the bias is the sign of λ0, which is negative if and only if

3αA(2βA − 1)(2βB + 1) > −13αA + 6αB, (88)

where the left hand-side is strictly positive, and the right hand-side is negative
unless αB is much higher than αA. Therefore, for most values of xA and xB,
the bias will be negative.
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However, the bias can be positive when αA is close to zero (xA close to
1/2) and αB is very large (dark gray area in Figure 2). In such a situation, the
strong demand swing in market B leads both suppliers to carry inventories,
but despite a positive spot price spread, the fundamentals of demand in
market A do not justify an increase in supplier A's stocks: this increase
would make his purchases globally more expensive (as it would push supplier
B's spot purchases upwards, as explained before), whereas it would hardly
allow for any additional sales in market A. If supplier A based his investment
decision on the sole price spread he would be induced to invest; but an
investment would not in fact be pro�table for him. In this case, the myopic
valuation overestimates the true value of additional capacities (positive bias).

More generally, the bias is more likely to be positive when KA is large
(remember that λA > 0): as in the previous section, the volume e�ect pre-
vails for a supplier with a large capacity, and the myopic valuation tends to
overstate the true value of a capacity expansion.

Conversely, for a wide range of values of xA and xB, when xB is not too
large compared to xA, the bias will be negative (light gray area in Figure
2), which means that using the myopic valuation will lead supplier A to
underestimate the true value of a capacity increase, and thus to under-invest.

Proposition 4. When suppliers buying in the same spot market are active
in di�erent downstream markets where they enjoy market power, the value of
additional storage capacities for each of them is not equal to the traditional
valuation based on spot price arbitrage. The sign of the bias is ambiguous.

Proposition 5. The bias is negative (the myopic valuation underestimates
the true value) when the demand pro�le is strongly increasing in both
markets, or when it is increasing in the investing supplier's market and
is relatively �at in the other supplier's market.

The bias can be positive when demand in the investing supplier's market is
�at but has a strong seasonal swing in the other market.

To conclude, it is possible for the myopic valuation to overestimate the
true value of additional storage capacities in some particular cases, i.e., where
the demand pro�le of the investing supplier is rather �at and demand in the
other market has a very strong seasonal pro�le. More often, the bias will be
negative, and it will increase as the supplier's own demand exhibits a strong
seasonal swing.
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5 Conclusion

Most techniques developed for the valuation of real assets (such as storage
capacities) related to commodities exchanged on a spot market are based on
the modelling of spot prices and the computation of arbitrage pro�ts. These
methods consider that all the relevant information is included in these prices;
therefore ignoring not only the determinants of supply and �nal demand of
the good, but also the structure of the market, and in particular, the existence
of market power. However, even assuming a perfect modelling of spot prices,
can real assets be valued correctly if market fundamentals are ignored?

This paper has determined, in a simple setting, the error made by using
a passive trading valuation that ignores the market power of storage users,
whether they are pure traders or suppliers with downstream customers. Over-
looking the volume e�ect of transactions on the price spread leads to overes-
timating the stream of trading pro�ts from capacity additions. In addition,
the right method for a pure trader is not necessarily well suited for a supplier.
Indeed, it will be adequate only if both the upstream and downstream mar-
kets are competitive. Otherwise, ignoring downstream pro�t opportunities
leads a supplier to underestimate the real value of storage capacity. Finally,
in the case where suppliers active on the same spot market have customers
with di�erent demand pro�les, the traditional valuation will usually be bi-
ased downwards, unless the demand pro�le of the investing supplier is �at
while the demand of other suppliers exhibits a strong seasonal swing.

This systematic bias leads to real-world concern. In the European natural
gas market, suppliers have increasingly had to rely on more rigid imports
from external producers due to the decline of indigenous production from
�exible �elds in Northwestern Europe. Hö�er and Kübler (2007) estimated
that an increase from 25 % to 72 % of working gas volume will be necessary
to mitigate the loss of supply �exibility related to this decline. Zwitserloot
and Radlo� (2009) emphasised the need for appropriate policy measures
fostering investment in underground storage facilities to provide su�cient
storage capacity for the European gas market. However, the present paper
indicates that an unfavourable regulatory environment may not be the only
reason that �rms are reluctant to invest, in spite of the conspicuous need for
additional storage. Suppliers' perceptions of the gains to be expected from
new investments might be distorted due to the use of inappropriate valuation
methods.

Why would a supplier use the myopic valuation approach to value his
storage capacities if it is biased? Presumably, this re�ects a lack of necessary
information to compute the correct valuation. The traditional techniques
only require an accurate forecast of spot prices. While this might be di�cult
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in general, in a relatively stable market, a model based on past realisations
of prices and encompassing some elements related to external shocks (e.g.,
weather or prices of other commodities) can yield fairly good predictions of
future spot prices. Much more information is required to take market fun-
damentals into account, including detailed data about the market structure,
about the supplier's own and other suppliers' �nal demand and about the
storage capacities and costs of all market players. This information is dif-
�cult to collect and is sometimes not publicly available. As a consequence,
the choice of traditional techniques can be explained by an insu�cient knowl-
edge of demand and of the functioning of the market. As all market players
become more experienced and this sort of information proves to be relevant
for making the right choices, new valuation techniques should be developed
that more explicitly take market fundamentals into account.
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6 Appendix

6.1 Proof of Lemma 2

Proof. From Lemma 1, if at least one supplier carries no inventory, then
neither do the traders. Now suppose that all suppliers carry positive inven-
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tories and that their storage capacities are not binding. From (18), for all j,
T ′(wj) + 1

1+r
αzj = 0. Summing up over all suppliers and rearranging yields

−n(rb+(1+r)c)−(2+r)(n
∑

wi+(n+1)
∑

wj)+(n+1)α
∑

zj = 0. (89)

Now suppose that m traders are active in the market with positive stocks:
T ′(wi) ≥ 0 for all i. Summing up over all traders and rearranging yields

−m(rb+(1+r)c)−(2+r)((m+1)
∑

wi +m
∑

wj)+mα
∑

zj ≥ 0. (90)

Multiplying equation (89) by m and equation (90) by (n + 1) and then sub-
tracting yields

m(rb + (1 + r)c) + (2 + r)(m + n + 1)
∑

wi ≤ 0. (91)

This is impossible; therefore no trader can be active in the market.

6.2 Equilibrium inventories in the case where not all

�rms are capacity-constrained

Let mu and nu denote the number of unconstrained traders and suppliers, and
ΣKic and ΣKjc denote the aggregate stocks of capacity-constrained traders
and suppliers, respectively. Combining equations (11), (16) and (19) yields
the equilibrium aggregate stocks:

Σwi = ΣKic +
mu

∆
((n− nu)αD − (n + 1)βC − (n + 1)(1 + r)(3 + r)ΣKjc

−((n + 1)(1 + r)(3 + r) + (nu + 1)α2)ΣKic

)
, (92)

Σwj = ΣKjc +
nu

∆

(
(mu + n + 1)

(2 + r)β

(1 + r)(3 + r)
(αD − βC) + muβC

−(n + 1)(2 + r)βΣKic − ((n + 1)(2 + r)β + muα
2)ΣKjc

)
, (93)

where

∆ = mu(n− nu)(1 + r)(3 + r) + (mu + n + 1)(nu + 1)(2 + r)β. (94)

The inventories of one individual unconstrained �rm are easily computed:
wi = (Σwi − ΣKic)/mu and wj = (Σwj − ΣKjc)/nu. Let Σw ≡ Σwi + Σwj

denote the total inventories carried at equilibrium:

Σw =
1

∆

(
∆− (mu + n + 1)(2 + r)β

(1 + r)(3 + r)
(αD − βC)−muβC

+(n + 1)(2 + r)β(ΣKic + ΣKjc) + muα
2ΣKjc

)
. (95)
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